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Nobody's Thing? Consent, Ownership, and the Politics of Tissue Culture
As we have seen, the scientific collection of tissue for research was widely viewed as unproblematic for much of the twentieth century. But this practice became contentious during the 1970s and 1980s, when excised tissues became the subject of often heated debate, with scientists, social groups, lawyers and a new breed known as 'bioethicists' questioning the ethics and legality of the procedures that transformed them into experimental tools. These questions played out in academic conferences and journals, in court, in bioethical reports and government legislation, in newspapers and even spilled onto the streets in protests.
The new scrutiny of research on tissues reflected historically specific concerns. For instance, unease to research on foetal tissue culture during the 1970s reflected pro-life opposition to the recent liberalization of abortion laws. The discussion of research on foetal tissues prompted debates regarding whether scientists should obtain informed consent for tissue samples, and whether patients might be entitled to own tissues, which reflected the political and bioethical belief that patients were autonomous consumers of healthcare. Allowing an individual to determine the fate of excised tissue samples seemed to many a laudable extension of this new ideology.
1 Indeed, at a more general (though no less relevant) level, this stress on patient autonomy reflected new neo-liberal governmental practices where 'active' citizens were encouraged to engage with and reshape public sector services, including medicine. Charting these debates further undermines any dichotomy between scientific and social concerns. Some of the earliest advocates of patient consent and ownership were scientists, while some lawyers and ethicists opposed these new measures on the grounds that they contravened tissue's common-law status as res nullius -'nobody's thing'. Furthermore, surveys of public opinion revealed a marked ambiguity that mirrored differences of opinion within science, law and ethics. There was no consensus on this issue in any professional or social group and, as throughout this book, we see considerable interaction between them.
Pro-life politics and foetal tissue culture
The collection of human tissues for research had not featured in the growing criticism of biology during the late 1960s. Indeed, human tissue culture was often represented positively in this period, thanks to the anti-vivisectionist promotion of alternatives to animal experiments. Positive attitudes to work on human tissues were evident in 1970, following Norman St. John-Stevas's claim that doctors kept aborted foetuses alive for research purposes and encouraged abortions in order to provide scientists with foetal tissues.
3 Stevas was a Catholic and Conservative MP, and was attempting to instill opposition to the 1967 Abortion Act, which had legalized abortion during the first 28 weeks of pregnancy when two doctors vouched for its medical or psychological necessity.
4 But newspapers did not share his unease, and instead focussed on the positive aspects of research on foetuses and foetal tissues. While The Times acknowledged that readers might be troubled by the research on aborted foetuses, it stressed that such work was essential to the development of incubators for premature babies.
5 Others went further when outlining the benefits of foetal tissue cultures. The Daily Express detailed how they had been central to the development of polio and rubella vaccines, which saved thousands of lives, and argued that research on foetal tissue cultures was 'essential and causes no concern'. 6 Following Stevas's claims, the government convened an inquiry into research on foetuses and foetal tissues, chaired by the gynaecologist Sir John Peel. The committee's report, published in 1972, also saw no problem with research on foetal tissues, or how scientists obtained them. Detailing how vaccines for polio and rubella were produced on foetal tissues, it claimed that 'the use of foetal tissues has gone beyond basic research into the field of preventative medicine'. 7 The report then outlined how foetal tissue was the only adequate material for research on pathogens like the cold-causing rhinovirus, which 'do not grow on cultures of non-human cells'.
8 Like the press, Peel's report argued 'there was no reason to object to the use of foetal tissues' in research (but it stressed that 'in no circumstances should there be monetary exchange for foetuses, foetal tissue or foetal material'). 9 It also stated that where the foetus was removed in operations that led to 'the termination of its
